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The Whiting Public Engagement Programs, including the Public Engagement Fellowship and the Public 
Engagement Seed Grant, are designed to celebrate and empower humanities faculty who embrace 
public engagement as part of their scholarly vocation. The programs fund ambitious, often 
collaborative projects to infuse into public life the richness, profundity, and nuance that give the 
humanities their lasting value.  
 
The University of New Mexico has been invited to nominate one early-career full-time humanities 
professor for each of the two programs.  
 
Early career, as defined by the sponsor, are pre-tenure, untenured, or those faculty having received 
tenure in the last five years. Per the sponsor, the Humanities Indicators Project’s list of disciplines is a 
useful starting point to identify the type of fundable projects and professional expertise necessary for 
competitive nominees. More information about the humanities fields and kinds of public facing projects 
this sponsor supports can be found in the guidelines at https://www.whiting.org/scholars/public-
engagement-programs/about.  
 
UNM must submit the name(s) of their nominee(s) by May 17, 2019 and nominee(s) should submit their 
first-round applications to the sponsor by June 14, 2019. Neither of these programs allow indirect costs 
to be included in the proposed budget.   
 
The Public Engagement Fellowship of $50,000 is for projects far enough into development or 
execution to present specific, compelling evidence that they will successfully engage the intended 
public. For the strongest Fellowship proposals, both the overall strategy and the practical plan to 
implement the project will be deeply developed, relationships with key collaborators will be in place, 
and connections with the intended public will have been cultivated. In some cases, the nominee and 
collaborators may have tested the idea in a pilot, or the project itself may already be underway. 
 
The Public Engagement Seed Grant of up to $10,000 supports projects at a somewhat earlier stage of 
development than the Fellowship, before the nominee has been able to establish a specific track record 
of success for the proposed public-facing work. It is not, however, designed for projects starting entirely 
from scratch: nominees should have fleshed out a compelling vision, including a clear sense of whose 
collaboration will be required and the ultimate scope and outcomes. They should also have articulated 
specific short-term next steps required to advance the project and understand the resources required to 
complete them.  
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This is a limited competition. UNM is authorized to submit one application per program. Please submit 
your two-page preproposal by NOON on April 9, 2019 to limited@unm.edu with the subject line 
indicating: Whiting - your name. No late submissions will be considered. The preproposal should 
include the program you are addressing, a title, and a brief description of the proposed project including 
the following criteria:  
 

• Describe project overview and intended outcomes 
• List collaborator(s) and describe their qualifications and roles in the project  
• Detail existing work on similar subjects 
• Define intended public and describe public engagement plan 
• Include a proposed timeline 

 
The narrative should be accompanied by a draft budget overview and an abbreviated PI CV. 
  
Should you have any questions please feel free to contact us at limited@unm.edu. 
  
If you are affiliated with HSC, please contact Corey Ford (CFord@salud.unm.edu) or Cassandra 
Misenar (CMisenar@salud.unm.edu) for more information. 
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